THE HARBOUR ISLAND GREEN SCHOOL PRESENTS

JOSEPH AND THE AMAZING TECHNICOLOR DREAMCOAT

annual spring play

MARCH 26TH & 27TH, 2022
6:30PM - 7:30PM
DIRECTING CREW:
KAMILAH ELLIS - PRODUCTION DIRECTOR
WILLIAM SIMMONS - PRODUCTION COORDINATOR
JOHNATHAN KELLY - MUSICAL DIRECTOR
ITALIA JOHNSON - MUSICAL DIRECTOR
ANNE SALT - COSTUME DESIGNER
BENJAMIN SIMMONS - SET DESIGNER

CAST
JOSEPH - AVA CHARLES
JACOB - DANEJO MURRAY
PHARAOH - KELIS JOHNSON
POTIPHER - MAAILIK WHITFIELD
THE BAKER - LOTTE OS
THE BUTLER - MICHAEL JOHNSON

BROTHERS
JAYDEN SAWYER, RAJON LOUIS, MORGAN LEWIS
AMARION JOHNSON, JAYLIN SAWYER
ANTONIO KNOWLES, KAYDEN WILLIAMS
MICAH CAMBRIDGE, STEVE CASH
AMARI HALL, AISHA PERCENTIE

BROTHERS WIVES
ANIA ROBERTS, KHIARA MARSHALL, HADASSAH STUBBS

NARRATORS
GENEVA ELISON, ARIA SIMMONS
MAKAYLA JOHNSON, AKEELAH SAWYER
NICHOLAS POSNER, MARTINIQUE HUDSON, JACOB ELISON, LALAH BASTIAN, SHALAYA CLEARE, ARIEL PERCENTIE, RAUSHAUD KEPPEL

ISHMELITES & EGYPTIAN GUARDS
ZARIAN NEELY, WILLIAM ISAACS
NYEEMAH BROWN, ROMIA INGRAHAM

SHEAVES OF CORN/ SUN, MOON, & STARS
MAYA SAINT MCDONALD, KHALI JONES, GRANT DOUGLAS, SAMANTHA DOUGLAS, MATTHIAS HIGGS, ROXY BEAR SIMMONS, KAISON HIGGS, LUCIAN WILLIAMS, FINLEY KING, TADASHI SAUNDERS, LOUISE HARWOOD, GINANNA JAQUES, BRYNN ROBERTS, EJLUH MAJOR

COLOURS OF THE COAT
ZANE AUSTIN, BEAU SIMMONS, ALEXANDER SHEPARD, KENNEDY LIGHTBOURNE, DUANE GRANT JR., MARTINAYE HUDSON, FLOREANA KING, SHILOH MARSHALL, KHOMEY DAVIS, ISABELLE MCSWEENEY, LITHEE SOOKLAL, SAKERI NIXON, TRAVAYE HIGGS, KHALI JONES, FANNY OS

THANKS TO PIP SIMMONS FOR THE WORKSHOP SPACE & PORTIA CURRY FOR THE AUDIENCE CHAIRS.